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Alternative routing networks are commonly used in public telephony. It is thus quite 
natural to investigate this kind of call routing for future integrated services networks 
(ISDN). In the paper we describe a traffic model and optimization tools that can 
be used to evaluate possible savings from applying alternative routing in ISDN. We 
concentrate on optimal trunk group dimensioning and routing optimization problems, 
in a simple model of circuit switched non-hierarchical ISDN. 

1 Introduction 

Today, most professionals within the telecommunication community believe that public and private 
networks will evolve into an ISDN. The issue is not if but when. The concept of integration 
envisioned by the original ISDN proponents should in its extension incorporate: service integration, 
access integration and integration at the trunk level. None of the current proposals, from ISDN, 
through voice/data PBX's, to private corporate networks, addresses that kind of an idealized 
network. 

In the near future, we will definitely see the access integration. A user will be provided with 
at least the basic 2B+D of ISDN. Regarding service integration, seen from a users point of view, 
it could to some extent be fulfilled within the next couple of years. 

This paper is mainly focused on the third kind of integration, i.e. physical integration at the 
trunk transport level. Whether ISDN will rapidly evolve into an "idealized network" like the one 
mentioned above or not, we will in the near future see public (telephone) networks be utilized for a 
variety of old and new services such as: bulk data transfers with different bandwidth requirements; 
tele-services like fax, videophone and videotex; a number of different "high-speed" video-services 
from a one picture t.r.p.nsmission to on-line TV -broadcasts etc. To carry these services, networks 
have to provide multi-slot bearer services, i.e. multiples of n X 64 kbps together with the standard 
64 kbps for todays telephony (cl. [1]). 

Strictly from a user point of view it is not important to have physical integration at the trunk 
transport level. Without this integration, network resources in terms of switches and transmission 
links are divided into a number of separate networks, each handling a subset of the total services. 

The physical integration would lead to a very complex system and in some sense require 
very sophisticated network management facilities. However it would need le88 transmission and 
switching equipment compared to separate networks for different services as the former could 
utilize its common resources by a number of services. 
. The increase of traffic efficiency gained by the integration of different services on a single trunk 
group has been investigated (cf. [2,3]). In those cases considerable trunk savings can be achieved 
compared to those with separate trunk groups for different services. The benefits are based on 
traffic efficiency of big groups as well as on uncertainty regarding traffic forecasts for new services. 

lCurrently with Lund Institute of Technology, Lund, Sweden, on a sabbatical 3 year period. 
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Field trials and numerous analytic and simulation based studies have shown that traffic effi
ciency of trunk groups in a telephone network can be increased by introducing some kind of a 
non-hierarchical alternative call routing strategy. As savings from alternative routing will still be 
possible in an ISDN environment, it is of an utmost importance to.investigate the magnitude of 
such savings. 

In the paper we describe some tools that could be useful to investigate savings in trunk groups 
provisioning possible by using alternative routing in ISDN. 

Here the question is studied under the assumption of circuit switched networks in which calls 
for all services are set up on demand (no call reservation) and blocked calls are cleared (no queue
ing). To solve the underlying problem we introduce in section 2 an engineering method for non
hierarchical alternative routing within ISDN. The method minimizes the cost of trunks subject to 
grade-of-service (GOS) constraints. It is based on the idea of a corresponding method for tele
phone networks [4]. To the best of our knowledge no methods of this kind have been proposed so 
far. In [5] a dimensioning and routing optimization was described but only for networks without 
integration on the trunk transport level. 

The other main question considered in the paper is how to control routing in the course of 
network operation. The actual traffic offered to the network will differ from the forecasted one 
(used in the design process) because of forecast errors, a situation which seems to be unavoid
able for new services. Therefore some kind of adaptive (dynamic) call routing strategy is called for 
in order to follow the changes in patterns of offered traffic. Such a strategy is proposed in section 3. 

2 ISDN ,engineering methods 

The traffic model we describe is basically an extension of the one parameter model described for 
instance in section 4 of [4] for a multiservice case. The difference is that calls demanding different 
services need different numbers of time slots (logical trunks) and are characterized by different 
mean holding times. This complicates traffic anlaysis to some extant. 

2.1 A one-parameter traffic model 

The network is composed of M nodes interconnected by N trunk groups (links). nl is the number 
of (logical) trunks (corresponding to slots) in the I-th trunk group. Services provided by the 
network are labelled from 1 to S. Each service 8 is characterized by o· - the required number 
of slots (e.g. o· E {1,2,6,24,30}), and h· - the mean holding time. A pair of nodes (i,j) forms 
an origin-destination (OD) pair, and generates streams of calls for different services: Ai; is the 
intensity of the stream of calls requiring service 8. Ri; denotes the fixed sequence of alternative 
paths used for calls of type 8 originated at OD-pair (i,j). 

Let bi denote the congestion encountered by calls of ,type s offered to link I. Let b· = 
(bi, b~, ... , bi-;) (s = 1,2, ... , S). In this paper we assume for simplicity the following: 

• AI: call streams offered to links are poissonian 

• A2: link state distributions are independent. 

Then the following quantities are explicit functions (polynomials) of the congestion vectors b!: 

• Ai = Ai(b·) - intensity of type s calls offered to link 1 

(cf. section 2 in [4]). Assuming certain values for Affor s = 1,2, ... , S, we recompute the congestions 
bi for a given link dimension nl. To do this we need a traffic model of a link offered different multi
slot streams. In our programs we currently use the poissonian model (cf. formula (5) in [6]), which 
yields a simple recurrence formula for the one-dimensional state probability distribution giving the 
number of busy trunk on a link: 

i = 1,2, .. , nl . (1) 
• 

The values of P(i}:s are computed starting from some initial P(O) and then renormalized. Similarly, 
values of the derivatives 

dP(i)/dAi (2) 
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are computed recursively. Finally the derivatives 

dP(i)/dn, 

are approximated by linear interpolation. · 

(3) 

Thus for a given vector of link dimensions n = (nl,n2, ... ,nN) and given routing sequences, we 
find the actual congestion vectors b' (8 = 1,2, ... , S) iteratively. These congestions result from the 
P(·) distribution of link 1 in the obvious way: 

b' -1-
", L P(i) (4) 

under the assumption that each call (of type 8) is accepted if there is S' or more free trunks. In this 
way the functions b' = b' (n), (s = 1,2, ... , S) are defined. These functions are differentiable. The 
derivatives dbi /dn/c, (8 = 1,2, ... , Sj I, k = 1,2, ... , N) are computed iteratively as well. Finally the 
node-to-node blocking probability Bij for each OD-pair (i, j) and each service s can be expressed 
as a simple polynomial of b' variables, giving Btj = Bt;Cn), (s = 1,2, ... , Sj i,j = 1,2, ... , Mj 
i =I j). 

2.2 A simple engineering method 

To engineer a network means to find a cheap configuration of link capacities and define reasonable 
sequences of alternative paths for all services in all OD pairs. This is quite a difficult optimization 
task. Therefore it is important to have a good starting point for capacity optimization and also to 
define initial routing sequences. In our programs we use a variant of the method used in [5]. First 
for each link the mean Ml and variance Vi of its total fresh offered traffic stream are computed 
(by summing up the corresponding values ai and vi = ai . S' for all services), and the link is 
dimensioned using a two parameter version of the classical Truitt method. In this way nl and 
congestions bi are obtained. For each service s and each OD-pair (i,j) the vectors b' are used to 
determine the sequence of paths Rtj" The candidate paths are ordered with increasing path metric 
value (defined as the cost of carrying one additional Erlang at a fixed blocking level) and just as 
many paths as is needed to fulfil the GOS constraints ({3':s are fixed): 

Bt; ~ {3', (s = 1,2, ... ,Sji,j = 1,2, ... ,Nji =I j). (5) 

are included into Rt;. It was shown in [6] that for the overall trunk occupancy distribution the 
approximation of the traffic offered to a link by just two parameters gives very good results, 
whatever partial poissonian streams are. Finally link dimensions are rounded off. If there is a 
doubt if a link dimension is to be rounded down or up, it should be rounded up, since in the 
dimensioning process overflow traffic offered to the link was not taken into account. 

This procedure can be repeated. In further steps however, not only fresh streams offered to 
links are taken into account in the Truitt method, but also overflow streams. 
This simple method seems to be quite effective. The minimization method described in the next 
section does not decrease the cost much in comparison with the so obtained initiai point (typically 
2-5% in networks we have examined). 

2.3 A dimensiolling method 

After the engineering method from the previous section we can apply more sophisticated dimen
sioning method. 

The dimensioning problem for ISDN is stated as the mathematical programme: 

• for given routing sequences Rij (s = 1,2, ... , Sj i, j = 1,2, ... , N j i =I j) 

• find the vector n of link dimensions minimizing the objective function 

S M M 

C'(n) = C(n) + L L Le. Ai;' cp(Bi;(n), P'). (6) 
,=1.=1 ;=1 

C'{n) is the adjusted cost function including the cost of trunks C(n) and a penalty term to account 
for the GOS constraints (5) 

The penalty function ~(.,.) is defined as follows: 
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{ 
(B' R,)2 if B,~,. > R' 

tp(B,~,., P,') = 0 ij - ,., ,., 
otherwise. 

(7) 

For medium sized networks (up to 30 nodes, say) this programme can be handled by a simple 
version of the Rosen gradient minimization technique, although some kind of gradient approxima
tion is needed (cf. section 4 in [7]). The direction of the steepest descent (minus gradient of the 
objective function) is used to perform a one-dimensional search through the subset of all feasible 
"modular link dimension vector" (RI is a multiple of tJ. - the basic module corresponding to the 
PCM system used for transmission, e.g. tJ. = 30 x 64 kbps). 

2.4 A discussion - possible improvements 

A big advantage of the one-parameter traffic model presented above is its computational simplicity. 
It has disadvantages however, which will be dealt with in our future models. 
First the one parameter model tends to decrease the losses. To illustrate this point we simulated 
a 7-node network configuration dimensioned by the methods from the previous sections. The 
network was nearly symmetric and carried two services, I-slot and a 2-s10t service. The traffic 
ratio between the two services was 9:1. Total number of trunks was 3012. The network was 
dimensioned for P = 0.5%. The simulated result indicated higher losses, around 1%. 
The second main disadvantage is that the presented model does take trunk reservation (called 
also state protection) into account. This is possible within the one-parameter model (cf. formula 
(8) in [6]). We have not yet implemented this possibility, because in the nearest future we intend 
to improve our model by considering also variances of overflow call streams together with trunk 
reservation. 

For this purpose we are going to use a model developed in [8]. It is based on a refined BPP 
(Bernoulli-Poisson-Pascal) approximation (originally suggested in [9]) of peaked multi-slot streams 
offered to a link. The model is able to take dynamic trunk reservation into account. An alternative 
solution could be based on the methods presented in [3]. 

The introduced engineering and dimensioning methods give good results from the computa
tional efficiency viewpoint, especially when loss constraints {3' are proportional to 8' since then 
we do not have to use trunk reservation, and different sequences of alternative paths for the same 
OD pair to equalize losses of different services. The methods were programmed in FORTRAN 
for a VAX computer and tested on certain 7- and ll-node network configurations. The computa
tion times and memory requirements were similar to those of the programs we use for telephone 
networks. 

3 Call routing strategies 

The traffic matrix used in the design process is based on average forecasted traffic offered to the 
network during a busy hour. It does not take into account day-to-day traffic variations, overloads, 
failures, and, what is typical for new services, it is the subject to forecast errors. Below we propose 
an adaptive state dependent call routing strategy for ISDN. The strategy is based on the idea of 
an adaptive strategy for telephone networks with homogeneous traffic presented in [10]. The goal 
of this strategy is to maximize the traffic carried by the network 

'" '" .x~ .. 6' . h' . B~· 
~~ " " , ij 

(8) 

in varying offered traffic conditions. If we multiplied the terms in the above sum by the factor rtj 
- the tariff of call of type 8 offered to 0 D pair (i, j), then instead of the traffic we would maximize 
the revenue from the network. 

3.1 The basic idea 
For each link 1 and each pair of services sand r, define er (k1 , k2, ... , ks) to be the increase in the 
expected number of calls of type r lost due to a call of type 8, accepted at state (k1 , k2, ... , ks) on 
link I (k t denotes the number of calls of type t in progress on link 1). 

Using these expectations we can compute L'(/1,/2) - the increase of the expected volume of 
traffic lost due ,to the acceptance of a call of type s on the path composed of links 11 and 12 (two-link 
path alternative routing is assumed for simplicity). 
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To describe the routing procedure let us consider a call of type 8 arriving at OD-pair (i,j). 
First the direct link between nodes i and j is tried. If there are at least 6· slots free then the call 
is set up on the link. If it is blocked then all permissible two link paths are checked and the one 
with minimal value of L·(ll , 12 ) is chosen. If this value is less than 6· . h· (traffic "induced" by a 
call of type 8) the call is set-up on the chosen path, otherwise the call is rejected. 

3.2 A computational method 

In the following we assume for simplicity that there are only two services in the network. The 
generalization to more than two services is straightforward. 
To describe the computational procedure let us fix some notation. Without loss of generality we 
can assume 61 = 1 and 62 = d for some d > 1. We also put hI = 1 and h2 = 1/ IJ. Let us consider 
an isolated link at state (kl' k2 ). 

In order to compute the increase in the expected number of calls of type r lost because of the 
acceptance of a call of type 8 at some state we use an approximation (suggested by Z. Dziong) 
not to consider the whole future of the stochastic process, which would be rather difficult, but 
to consider the future limited by an independent negative exponential distributed variable with 
intensity T. Taking T low enough the approximation is perfect. 

With this approximation we can write down our basic sets of linear equations. For instance if a 
call of type 1 is accepted at state (kl , k2 ) then the following is true. (Below we use the abbreviation 
D = T + Al + A2 + kl + k21J and ~l' A2 are intensities of calls ot type 1 and 2 respectively, offered 
to the link. Link's subscript 1 is omitted for a moment). 

el ,l(kIJ k2) = D ~IA2 (1 + el ,l(kl,k2)) + D ~l A2 el ,l(kl -1,k2) + Dk~J.LA2 el ,l(kl,k2 -1) (9) 

for kl + k2d = n, 

I I ( ) Al I I ( ) A2 I I ( ) kl I I ( ) k2J.L I I ( ) ( ) e' kl' k2 = De' kl + 1, k2 + De' klJ k2 + 1 + De' kl - 1, k2 + De' kl' k2 - 1 10 

for kl + k2d < n. 

In these equations terms corresponding to infeasible states are set to O. 
To solve the set we compute the relative dependence of the expectations el,l for consecutive 

states (i, j), with respect to el,l(O, I) for 1 = 0,1, ... , n/d. Additional equations (9) (for the border) 
make it possible to eliminate the dependence on consecutive el,l(O, I) for 1 = n/d, n/d -1, ... ,0 and 
finally compute all values of el,l (i, j). 

Similarly values for el ,2, e2,l , e2,2 are computed. 

Now consider a path composed of two links 11, 12. Let (kl, k!) and (k~, ki) denote states of links 
11, 12 respectively. For each link and each call type we compute a value Et(ki, k~) - the increase 
in the expected number of traffic lost because of the acceptance of a call 01 type r on link li. For 
instance 

Et(k~, k~) = 2-1e~il(k~ + 1, k~) - e~il(k~, k~)) + ~(e~i2(k~ + 1, k~) - e~i2(kt, k~)). (11) 
J.l.1 J.l.2 . 

Then the examined link can be a candidate for connecting a call of type 1 only if the sum 

L·(h,12) = Ef(kL k~) + E~(ki, k~) (12) 
(approximation of the traffic lost in the network because of the acceptance of the call on the con
sidered path) is not greater than 1 (in case of revenue maximization - revenue from lost calls is 
not greater than the revenue from the call). 
Analogical lost traffic can be computed for a call of type 2. This time the traffic lost should not 
be greater than d / IJ. 

The above procedure was used in a simulation program for a VAX computer. To compute the 
values of eir for current estimates of call intensities of both types offered to link 1 we need n X n/d 
double precision variables. Time was not crucial, but for links with more than 150 trunks numerical 
problems occured. For bigger links "longer" (i.e. with more than 64 bits) real FORTRAN variables 
must be used. 
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3.3 A discussion - possible extensions 

To implement this routing procedure in the simulation program, call intensities offered to links 
must be estimated. From time to time er- are recomputed for the current offered intensities esti
mates. We performed some simulation studies to compare our strategy with the fixed call routing 
strategy. Simulation studies were carried out for symmetrical networks mostly. They showed good 
performance of the proposed call routing strategy for normal traffic levels. For midium size links 
(up to 100 trunks) the simulations show some 10% lower losses compared to fixed .routing. 

The presented call routing strategy is a multiservice extension of the strategy presented in [10] 
for telephone networks. Although it gives reasonable results some extensions are called for. One 
important extension is to use a better approximation of the offered traffic than the Poisson one. 
In the companion paper [11], dealing with adaptive call routing strategies in telephone networks, 
a BPP approximation is used for this purpose. In the same paper a more sophisticated measure 
of the revenue ·loss due to a call acceptance is introduced. This measure is based on the so called 
shadow prices. This approach can also be extended to multi service case (cf. [8]). 

4 Conclusions 

In the paper we presented a dimensioning model for circuit switched ISDN with alternative routing. 
This model can be used in the design process of practical networks, and, what is perhaps more 
important at present, for evaluating possible trunk savings gained from alternative routing. 

That such savings are nonnegligible is illustrated by the following example of a 5-node symmet
ric network with 20 links and 20 OD-pairs. Three services are assumed requiring 1,2 and 6 slots 
respectively. The ratio of the mean holding times is 1:2:6. The total traffic offered to each OD-pair 
is equal to 204 Erlangs. This traffic is split among the three services in the ratio 0.8:0.1:0.1. If di
rect routing without alternative choices is used then for OD-pair blocking {3- = 0.005 (8 = 1,2,3), 
we require nl = 240 trunks for each link (a call for each service is accepted only when at least 6 
trunks are free). If the alternative routing is used (one direct link plus three two-link alternative 
choices for all services) then nl = 228 is enough (trunk reservation levels for fresh calls are 10,8 
and 6 for types 1,2 and 3 respectively). Thus 5% of the trunks is saved due to alternative routing. 

In the paper we also propose a new adaptive state-dependent call routing strategy for circuit 
switched ISDN. This strategy seems to be promising and will be further developed. Simulations 
show that a version of the strategy for telephone networks works efficiently under conditions of 
traffic variations and automates the basic network management function of the overload control. 

The traffic model presented in the paper is a rather simple one. In the future we are going to 
use another one, based on the BPP approximation. In this way we are hoping to increase the ac
curacy of the traffic model, since it follows from our experience that the poissonian approximation 
of the overflow traffic offered to network links works poor in telephone networks. 
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